Stripes button studs suitable for Roman cingulum, balteus, standards and
others decoration.
I progressively and methodically work on this complex project. The application of this
buttons are in great variety in Roman military equipment. Most likely, these originalsare are
products in Roman antiquity in the already well-established Vicus who satisfied the need for
such “luxury” the well paid Roman legionaries and officers. There is no doubt that some of
these images are engraved in the Imperial Officina - Coin Workshops. Similar round shapes
studs may have been used to decorate balteus, cingulum belts, swords, military flags or
horse and chariots harness.
Publication in “Nonferrous metals on late Republican and early Principate Roman military
metal work found in the River Ljubljanica (Slovenia)” Dedicated mainly to a Late Republican
and early Principate Roman historical period. I immediately set out to make a decent replica
on the subject. In the publication, the buttons images are defined as most likely of Augustus.

My creative wax projects:

There is a similar hanger with such an image. I've reincarnated it in button from Kalkriese
with the image of Augustus, henna behind his head and a scepter in front of him. Sizes in
diameter 23 mm. That's my size for these stripes stud needs.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
My latest button studs models with an image of eagles (Aquila)!

Once I read the latest posts from ROMAN MILITARY EQUIPMENT AND HORSE GEAR
FROM THE HUNERBERG AT NIJMEGEN /FINDS FROM THE AUGUSTAN MILITARY BASE
AND FLAVIO-TRAJANIC CASTRA AND CANABAE LEGIONIS about button studs depicting eagles
(Aquila) I undertook the task of making several with similar images. The published images
are mostly sketched the archeological finds are most likely in a fragmented and rather
obscure state.

Now is possible in diameter around 23,24,25 mm. оr 18,20 mm.
Some of them are clearly visible cast and others are die forging on the matrix and then
nailed with a nail, rivet to leather straps or elsewhere as decoration applications.
This is the only publication in “ROMAN MILITARY EQUIPMENT AND HORSE GEAR
FROM THE HUNERBERG AT NIJMEGEN /FINDS FROM THE AUGUSTAN MILITARY BASE
AND FLAVIO-TRAJANIC CASTRA AND CANABAE LEGION” where we see that in addition to the
classic and already familiar buttons with images of heads of deities or imperial images are
buttons studs depicting eagles (Aquila)! My creative wax models:

I have made my Aquila models with more detail. I have included in the frame of the discs and
the typical images from the Roman period of Aquila additional details such as the pedestal
on which eagles stands ,globe or a wreath in the Aquila beak and the lightning of Jupiter
which holds in his nails. In the originals we see that dere is different versions of the head on
the left or on the right.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

I was very impressed by the publication in the Hungarian scientific publication Militaria Kora
csaszarkori katonai fels of this button stud model. I interpret this one with a number
KAT.11.8 as an image of the Flavian family. I portray imp Vespasianus on the left side. There
are depicted by the ancient master a lightning of Jupiter, symbolising the military power and
successes.

Vespasianus on the left side with a lightning of Jupiter can be in size 23, 24, 25 mm.

Wax models .

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A few years have passed since our participation in Carnuntum event but only now I can finish
the series of buttons studs models that are published in the scientific literature that I bought
from the museums there. Here in this thick and luxurious catalog “ DER ADLER ROMS “are
shown, described and cataloged several of them . Here we see a deity personifying Victory
placed in the center of the button stud rosette. I started doing a few different ones Victory
as wax models and I was so fascinated by this pleasant activity that I made over 10 different
models! in different sizes and in different rosette . Of course, taking into account the
iconography typical of the Roman period! Victoty is holding in hers hands a wreath and a
palm branch. I am familiar with several Victory such as archeology from different places .
They are all quite schematically represented ,but the message is clear! These are messages
to the gods for victory or celebrating and commemorating on what had already happened
victory over the enemies of Rome.

All this different models varies in size 23, 24, 25 mm. оr 18, 20 mm. All my Victory models
are different and some of them are very expressive!

Wax models!

In a Hungarian publication Horvath F. MILITARIA related to the Roman Limes on the Danube
was also published Victory buttons stud (find from Heddernheim)This leads me to think that
this buttons model depicting Victory was very widely used in various decorations of Roman
weapons in various places along the Rhine and Danube.
Deities, insignia and mythical heroes, they are all possible in diameter around 23, 24, 25 mm.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
For several years I have been influenced by my impressions of Carnuntum and from the
archeological finds I got acquainted with from the museums and catalogs I bought from
there. I saw this Jupiter button stud rosette in the catalog “DER ADLER ROMS“ and decided
to reconstruct it of course refracted through my creative gaze! The original is made relatively
schematically due to its small size and because it was most likely intended for military
equipment and not for women's jewelry! The material is described as silver in the scientific
publication!

My Carnuntum Jupiter button/stud rosette from the catalog are in size 23, 24, 25 mm.

Jupiter is shown here in its classic form in this find from Carnuntum!Lightning in his right
hand and wand in his left hand. My creative wax projects:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Another interesting Carnuntum find described in this same catalog № 236 . It is described as
a decorative rosette with the image of imp.Vespasianus. It reminds me more of…Tiberius (in
my humble opinion)! But I already have a few buttons studs with imp.Vepasianus profiles. So
in this model I depict in the rosette our beloved commander Tiberius!

The sizes of all these decorative rosette from this Carnutum catalog “DER ADLER ROMS“are
in great variety.

All this ready on brass!

I also presented and some of the gods of Olympus in their Roman version Jove , Mars ,
Neptunus, Apollo, Victory, Minerva,Venus, Juno, Diana, Vesta, Genius.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Silver-plated and ready for installation.

Here they are already mounted on a leather apron.

These here are very similar but smaller in size according to archaeological publications in
diameter 18 or 20 mm.

The completion of this project give me occasion to used it for our new Vexillum dedicated to
the legendary legion LEG XVIII LYBICAE. The stripes pendants are my old project that is very
suitable for all kinds of Roman standards

More details on Vexillum of LEGION XVIII LYBICAE
http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/LEGION_XVIII_LYBICAE_Vexillum-eng.pdf
These small studs are similar to Roman Phalerae, but in small-scale. From the limited
archeology findings similar images are observed in difference size. So, I think that it is quite
possible that some of these imperial images are given as rewards to the military flags on
different occasions.

But let's get back to our topic in our case we are talking about a historical period to Emperor
Augustus .LEG XVIII LYBICAE was destroyed in the 9 AD in the Teutoburg Forest. So I have to
limit myself with the images of the actual existed Emperors and other Roman commandos of
this Legion for this very period of existence. Legio duodevigesima (Eighteenth Legion, spelled
XVIII or XIIX) was probably raised by M.Antony. So Antony's profile is right for the case.

Diameter 24, 25 mm. оr 18,20 mm.

Followed by two different profiles of August which I have made myself closed in decarative
rosettes. One to the Octavian images is on left another to the right.
Of course 2 great commanders from the period are not forgotten Tiberius and his brother
Drusus.

Diameter of the stripes studs- 23,24,25 mm. оr 18,20 mm.
One of them later became Emperor of Rome and the other was the father of Emperor
Claudius and General Gemanicus. Here Drusus is presented from me in full face. With all
these images I decorate our new Roman standart. The stripes pendants are my old project

that is very suitable for such a case and I wanted to realize. More information in our
publications hereю:
http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/LEGION_XVIII_LYBICAE_Vexillum-eng.pdf
I show my creative work inspired by publications from different museums. My stripes studs
are replicas of existing studs but dedicated to other imperial images.In this case I guess that
this originals from Vindonissa-Museum are of Octavian Augustus and down to the left
Imp.Trajan.

I was inspired by the finds from Römermuseum Augst and I recreated this image.
This model depicting a male head in front of his face a objekt probably rod. It is described as
a find by Römermuseum Augst. (Römerstadt Augusta Raurica) Dm. 26 mm; G. 2,05 g.
(the originals).

Diameter of the Stripes studs-25 mm. But the disk can be reduced on similar models on 20
mm. The small ones are with size - 18 mm.
Publication -Ad arma Romisches Militar des 1 Jahrhun.

Here also the museum of Mainz is mentioned. Most likely the god Mars with helmet.

The wax models also can be seen here.

Generally, most of these buttons depict stylized Emperor images .This one profile here looks
very much like Hadrianus to me. The beard ,the nose are his. Unfortunately, I do not know
from which museum is it. Of course the performance of the replica is my creative vision.
Publication http://www.romancoins.info/MilitaryEquipment-Signum.html

Along with a few of my other creative ones images of Hadrianus .
I was very impressed by the abundance of buttons that I saw in the Zagreb Archaeological
Museum. I think there is no other museum with a greater variety of button studs on this
topic. I have read in detail the publications of Ivan Radman in his book “Militaria Sisciensia”
Radman-Livaja_

My creative wax projects of different emperors.

These are the imperial images I can recreate at the moment in size 26mm. /23mm.

The smaller size again by archeology in size 20mm./18mm.

Generally I have gathered the 12 cassarers of Svetonus .From left to right: General Agrippa,
follow 3 different images of Octavian-Augustus, Tiberius, General Germanicus, Claudous,
follow 2 different images of Nero, Otho, Vitelius, Galba, 2 different images of
Vespasianus,Traianus, 2 different images of Hadrianus, a male head from Augusta Raurica,
one more male head and a head with helmet from Mainz.
Diameter of the Stripes studs-23,24,25 mm. оr 18,20 mm.
I was inspired by our visit to Switzerland in 2016 and I decided to make this application
button from Vindonissa-Museum-depicting God Sol with two Capricorn with fish tails on
both sides.

Vindonissa Sol with two Capricorn are with size -33 mm. diameter
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
There is no doubt that this is Trajan's profile in to a laurel wreath (Together with my creative
vision) Windish medallion ,Switzerland finds . Unfortunately, the original is in bad
condition.Publication from the book Katalog der Militaria aus Vindonissa Mil. Windish
medallion of Traianus are with size -35 mm.

Part of my wax work.

This is a very interesting application button from Kalkriese (at least for me). Here's a story (at
least I interpret so ) which resembles the revers of a roman coin , with nominal dupondius
dedicated to General Germanicus. Publication are from the book- Cingulum Militare Studien
zum römischen Soldatengürdel.

Size -28 mm. In diameters
These are my bigger application buttons. Sizes in diameter vary from 30 mm. to 34 mm.
Made by different archeology: Vindonissa and Kalkriese

Absolutely identical application buttons from a find in Bulgaria village Karanovo,
Novozagorsko- Author archaeologist Veselin Ignatov. The resemblance to the familiar
archeology of the other Roman Limes Museum is very big. This leads me to the conclusion
that all of these buttons are made in one jewelry workshop (or perhaps by several). Here
also is clearly visible rosettes relief and male heads . The applications are used to decorate
the Roman CISIUM two-wheeled Carriage. Sizes in diameter (by publication) 17mm. Here
they are combined in bronze fittings with other models and concentric bronze circles (with
different sizes).

This one here has a great resemblance to the image of Imp.Galba. Although for this artifact I
do not have archaeological data from a scientific publication.

Some of them have similarities with the Flavius family.
This one is certainly Nero, but for this artifact I do not have any information from
publications or other sources . The difference with other models is that here are also letters
(probably it is a antique copy from sestetius). In my case, I stick to the classic model of
buttons with imperial image without letters.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

My creative wax work on another different image of Divine Augustus. Diameter of the
Stripes studs - 20 mm.

I have finished our two swords balteus with new hangers and with imperial button studs
appliqués.

The balteus includes 11 button. One buckle and 2 hangers.
Hanging to hang on a cross. Very soon in Budapest in action ;).
Here can be seen the back of the hanger.
There are many different archeology showing these concentric applications on swords
balteus. These 2 are from Budapest AQUINCUM - C. Castricius Victor.

Stripes button studs together with Catellis vaginae but galvanic silver plated.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Here in this model (button studs) are depicted Victory in biga on right, a barbarian is fallen
under the chariot. This is a very popular motif in Roman numismatics depicted on different
nominatives . But in this version it is without an inscriptionand due to its small size 23 mm.
without much extra detail. I had the opportunity to make two different waxmodels. Of
course my creative interpretation. This schematic drawing is depicted in the scientific
publication “Aprons fittings from Flavian times foun in Spain”.

The ready brass model. Size 24 mm. in diameter.

I made two different models (my creative interpretation).

So I think that in antiquity there was similar applications of the other Roman Emperors used
by legionnaires as small phalerae or decorations for the various objects with which
emphasize their devotion to the Emperor.Regarding the images which I have recreated on
such small appliqués button (of emperors and generals), for some of them I have no
evidence for the existence but this is my creative solutions. As it is written in scientific
literature ”these are stylized images of Emperors or other male profiles”.The dimensions I
have used are consistent with the scientific publications of similar applications finds.

Of course all these images are recreated through my creative vision.
All specimens are provided with a rivet on the back side.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
In this case imp. Tiberius, Marcus Aurelius and Septimius Severus
My creative wax models:

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A combination of concentric applications with different sizes with the image of Pan /Satyr.
They can be used to decorate any Roman military equipment. In this case they are silverplated.

My creative wax models

My creative models with the image Pan, Satyr. I made it in 2 sizes of rosettes with diameter
rosette 25 mm. and 33 mm.

I did the Satyr with several head positions because by archeology it is often shown with
different head positions.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Spherical applications are very interesting as a model and are common for decorating
various leather goods for the roman army. I made them 2 models as the big one which is
more suitable here is in size 20 mm. and 15 mm. in diameter .

They are described in the book Roman Militaria

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Black leather balteus option:

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Balteus.pdf

